[Endovascular aneurysm repair follow-up by unenhanced and contrast-enhanced duplex ultrasound].
Long-term surveillance is needed after endovascular aneurysm repair to monitor the aneurysm and search for persistent endoleaks. Our aim was to compare follow-up with duplex ultrasound, with and without a new contrast agent to track endoleaks, versus computed tomography angiography taken as the gold standard. Patients treated with endograft were included prospectively from December 2005 to July 2006. Aortic duplex ultrasound and computed tomography were used to measure maximal aneurysm diameter and detect endoleaks. Patients with a high risk of endoleaks had a contrast-enhanced ultrasound with Sonovue (Bracco, Milan, Italy). We compared echographic and tomographic diameter and studied the sensitivity of ultrasound endoleak diagnosis. Sixty-seven patients were included. There was a good correlation between maximum anteroposterior diameters (CCI=0.98) measured by ultrasound and tomography, as well as mean maximum cross section diameters (CCI=0.96). Compared to tomography, the sensitivity of ultrasound endoleaks diagnosis was 44% (kappa=0.58). Contrast injection improved this sensitivity significantly (p<0.001) (sensitivity=88%; kappa=0.72). These findings confirmed the performance of our ultrasound method for endograft surveillance. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound significantly improves the sensitivity of detection of endoleaks. We suggest alternating ultrasound and tomographic exams. A unique report chart for use nationwide would be useful for standardizing follow-up.